Oxidation of hydrogen-passivated silicon surfaces by scanning near-field optical lithography using uncoated and aluminum-coated fiber probes
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Optically induced oxidation of hydrogen-passivated silicon surfaces using a scanning near-field optical microscope was achieved with both uncoated and aluminum-coated fiber probes. Line scans on amorphous silicon using uncoated fiber probes display a three-peak profile after etching in potassium hydroxide. Numerical simulations of the electromagnetic field around the probe–sample interaction region are used to explain the experimental observations. With an aluminum-coated fiber probe, lines of 35 nm in width were transferred into the amorphous silicon layer. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. [S0021-8979(97)00613-0]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanolithography by scanning probe microscopy (SPM) on hydrogen-passivated silicon has become a very promising lithographic process. The technique relies on the local removal of hydrogen atoms, causing an immediate oxidation of the silicon surface in air. The oxide is used as an etch mask so that two-dimensional patterns can be transferred into the silicon. For lithographic purposes the process has been demonstrated using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), an atomic force microscope (AFM), and electron beam lithography. More recently, optically induced hydrogen desorption was reported.

In this article we discuss results obtained using a scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) to generate an oxide mask on an amorphous silicon (a-Si) layer. Results for uncoated fiber probes are compared with those for aluminum-coated probes. Minimum power densities that are needed to achieve oxidation compare well with results obtained using a conventional far-field setup, suggesting that the dominant mechanism of SNOM induced oxidation is thermal desorption. Line scans with an uncoated fiber display a three-peak profile after etching the surface in potassium hydroxide (KOH). Numerical simulations based on a macroscopic self-consistent model have been used to explain the experimental observations. Taking the uncertainty of the precise shape of the probe into account, the model was found to be in good agreement with the observed silicon structures. Linewidths as small as 35 nm are produced using an aluminum-coated fiber probe with an aperture diameter of ~100 nm.

II. OPTICAL NEAR-FIELD LITHOGRAPHY

A schematic diagram of the SNOM apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. As in any other scanning probe configuration, the most important component is the probe, here a tapered single-mode optical fiber. For sample exposure, light from an argon ion laser operating at 457.9 nm is coupled into the probe. During the writing process, the laser output power is stabilized at 120 mW.

Probes are fabricated using a combined heating/pulling process in a commercially available micropipette puller. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to characterize the shape and size of the probe tip. Two SEM micrographs of an uncoated and an aluminum-coated probe are shown in Fig. 2. The taper angle of the uncoated probe, as measured by the SEM, is 18°–20°. The diameter of the aperture of the aluminum-coated probe is ~100 nm. The thickness of the coating layer is 80–100 nm. A shear-force microscope is applied to control the probe-to-sample distance, enabling imaging of the surface topography in a constant distance (damping) mode with a lateral resolution of 5–10 nm.

Samples for the writing process are layered silicon structures. A ~25 nm thermal oxide is grown on a Si(100) substrate. A boron-doped a-Si layer with a thickness of ~15 nm is then deposited onto the thermal oxide by dc magnetron sputtering. The samples used with aluminum-coated fiber probes were ~55 nm a-Si on ~170 nm thermal oxide. For hydrogen passivation the samples are dipped in 5% diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 60 s and blown dry with N₂. The passivation layer is suitable for lithographic processing after at least 4 h after HF dip. After light exposure the samples are etched in 28 wt % KOH at room temperature for 35 s, and characterized in an AFM operating in contact mode.

A. Lithography with uncoated fiber probes

The maximum far-field intensity emitted from an uncoated fiber probe is measured to be ~25 mW. With a scanning speed of 80 μm/s, and assuming an effective illumination area of 1 μm in diameter, the maximum illumination dose reaches 40 kJ/cm² which is sufficient for hydrogen desorption. Figure 3 shows an AFM image of two slightly displaced scan lines after the KOH etch. Each line scan has a profile consisting of three peaks, a narrow central peak, and
two slightly broader side peaks. Since the sample is illuminated through an uncoated fiber probe, we have previously proposed that the narrow central peak is due to the optical near-field emitted from the very end of the SNOM probe, whereas the broader side peaks are due to an optical interference pattern mainly dominated by the far field penetrating the sidewalls of the uncoated probe. The full width at half-maximum of the central peak is \( \sim 115 \) nm. The typical linewidth of the side peaks is 215–225 nm. The average peak-to-peak distance, between the central peak and the side peaks is 245 nm.

To test our interpretation of the experimental observations, the field distribution at the sample surface was modeled using a macroscopic self-consistent two-dimensional model for the reflection SNOM. The system under consideration is shown in Fig. 4, where the three regions (probe, air gap, and sample) are assumed to be three homogeneous dielectric media. The modeling is carried out for TE waves, i.e., the electric field is perpendicular to the figure plane.

![FIG. 4. Geometry of the probe-sample system considered in the numerical simulations.](image)

FIG. 4. Geometry of the probe-sample system considered in the numerical simulations. Probe No. 1: \( b = 2 \) \( \mu \)m, \( h = 1 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( d = 20 \) nm. Probe No. 2: \( b = 2 \) \( \mu \)m, \( h = 2 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( d = 20 \) nm. The illumination wavelength is 457.9 nm. The refractive index of the sample is estimated to be 4.35. The probe-to-sample distance is 5 nm, i.e., \( z = 5 \) nm.
The results of the numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 5 for two different probe shapes. Probe No. 1 has a taper angle of 45°, whereas probe No. 2 has a taper angle of 26.6°, which is similar to that of the fabricated uncoated probes in Fig. 2(a). The end facets of both probes are 20 nm. The three-peak intensity profile is observed in the simulations for both probes. The peak spacing depends on the shape of the probe, with the smallest taper angle yielding the smallest distance between the central peak and the side peaks. Also, the intensity of the individual peaks depends on the probe shape.

It should be kept in mind that the intensity distributions presented in Fig. 5 are two dimensional. Qualitatively, they can be viewed as radial cuts through the three-dimensional radiation pattern, assuming rotation symmetry around the fiber axis. To compare the calculated results with experiments, it is necessary to convolute the full intensity pattern with a straight line that represents the scanning of the probe, and then take a cross-sectional profile of the resulting intensity distribution.

Assuming that the calculated intensity profiles are symmetric with rotation around the fiber axis, the sample exposure can thus be calculated along a scanning line according to the following relation:

\[
E(x) = \frac{1}{v} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} I(\sqrt{x^2+y^2}) \, dy,
\]

where \(v\) is the scanning speed and \(x\) and \(y\) are the surface coordinates. The scanning direction is along the surface coordinate \(y\). The result of the calculations for probe No. 2 is shown in Fig. 6 (solid line). The widths of the central and side peaks are 93 and 261 nm, respectively. The peak-to-peak distances between the central peak and the side peaks are 237 nm. For comparison a typical cross-sectional profile from Fig. 3 is also shown (dashed line).

B. Lithography with aluminum-coated fiber probes

Given that the side peaks for uncoated probes are due to light escaping from the shank of the probe, aluminum-coated fiber probes should be capable of increased resolution due to the better confinement of the light source.

In order to get a significant improvement in resolution, aperture diameters smaller than 200 nm are required. This however, raises another problem: the typical output intensity of a metalized fiber probe is considerably lower than the uncoated probe because the input intensity must be kept below a value capable of evaporating the coating. The output intensity of an aluminum-coated probe, measured in the far field as a function of the input intensity, is shown in Fig. 7. The measured output intensity goes linear with the input intensity until the input reaches 4.5 mW. At this point the aluminum coating starts to evaporate from the probe causing the output intensity to increase dramatically. To demonstrate

FIG. 5. Simulated field intensity at the sample surface for two different probe shapes: probe No. 1 (solid line) and probe No. 2 (dashed line).

FIG. 6. Simulated sample exposure along a scanning line for probe No. 2 (solid line). The widths of the central peak and the side peaks are 93 and 261 nm, respectively. The peak-to-peak distance between the central peak and the side peaks is 237 nm. A typical cross-sectional profile from Fig. 3 is also shown (dashed line).

FIG. 7. Measured output power as a function of input power for an aluminum-coated fiber probe with an aperture diameter of \(-100\) nm.
that the coating is really damaged, the output was also measured with decreasing input intensity, revealing a clear hysteresislike effect.

For maximum sample exposure the input power was adjusted to 4.5 mW, which corresponds to an output power of \(0.7 \mu W\). The near-field intensity cannot be deduced directly from the measured far-field intensity. However, assuming a point dipole radiation through an aperture of 100 nm in diameter placed 50 nm from the dipole center, the near-field intensity at the sample surface can be calculated to be 130 kW/cm\(^2\). With a scanning speed of 54 \(\mu m/s\) the exposure dose is calculated to be 241 J/cm\(^2\), which is over two orders of magnitude less than the exposure dose applied with the uncoated probe. For this reason a different type of sample was chosen.

An AFM image of a single line written with an aluminum-coated fiber is shown in Fig. 8. The total scan area is 700×700 nm\(^2\). A cross-sectional profile of the line is shown in Fig. 9. The effect of the coating is evident, in that the far-field induced side peaks have disappeared and the width of the central peak is reduced from 115 to only 54 nm. De-convoluting the shape of the AFM tip, the actual linewidth may be as narrow as 35 \(\mu m\). Also, we do not observe any oxidation when the light to the probe is switched off, in contrast to unexpected oxidation effects that have been reported previously with uncoated fiber probes under no illumination.\(^{10}\)

III. COMPARING NEAR-FIELD AND FAR-FIELD RESULTS

It is of interest to compare the conditions for near-field oxidation with those already reported for far-field oxidation using a focused laser beam in a laser direct-write system.\(^{19}\)

The required power density for the formation of an oxide layer sufficient to resist KOH etching is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of exposure time (dashed line). For high speed scanning (short exposure times), the minimum power density remains constant for over three orders of magnitude. In this regime the required power density reaches 200 kW/cm\(^2\) which is sufficient to heat the \(a\)-Si layer to temperatures of about 700 K.\(^{19}\) Such temperatures can cause thermal desorption of the hydrogen passivation layer. Above 100 ms the minimum power density drops nearly linearly with exposure time. This change in slope suggests that an additional mechanism contributes to the hydrogen desorption process in the low power density regime. Possible mechanisms are direct optical desorption or desorption by optically induced excess carriers. It should be noted that the far-field experiments were carried out on samples identical to those used for the uncoated SNOM probes.

In the SNOM case with uncoated fiber probes four intensity levels were used for sample exposure (0.9, 2.5, 9.0, and 25 mW). Assuming that the diameter of the exposed area is 1 \(\mu m\), power densities ranging from 115 kW/cm\(^2\) to 3.2 MW/cm\(^2\) were applied to the sample. A fixed scanning speed of 80 \(\mu m/s\) yields a maximum exposure time of 12.5 ms. For the highest power densities (0.32, 1.15, and 3.2 MW/cm\(^2\)), which, according to Fig. 10, are in the region...
of thermal desorption, the oxide mask is sufficient for selective etching in KOH. At the lowest power density of 115 kW/cm², the selectivity becomes significantly weaker and no features are observed after the KOH etch. This observation agrees well with the data for far-field exposure presented in Fig. 10.

For the aluminum-coated probes, we estimate the power density to be 130 kW/cm². Given the scanning speed of 54 μm/s, this result would fall below the threshold measured by far-field techniques. At lower power densities of 87 kW/cm², the written features begins to be less clearly defined, and by further reducing the power density to 43 kW/cm² no features are observed after etching in KOH. As discussed above, the likely origin of this discrepancy is the greater oxide thickness used for the experiments with coated tips, which effectively increases the local heating achievable at a given power density. Since the experiments with aluminum-coated probes are not directly comparable to other results, we have not included these results in Fig. 10.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that both uncoated and aluminum-coated fiber probes in a reflection SNOM configuration can be used for local depassivation of hydrogen-passivated silicon. The generated oxide is used as an etch mask to transfer two-dimensional nanostructures into an a-Si layer. Line-widths as small as 35 nm are obtained after the KOH etch using coated fiber probes to illuminate the sample. Sample exposure through uncoated fiber probes result in a three-peak line profile along the scanning direction. This profile has been modeled semiquantitatively using a macroscopic self-consistent model, confirming that the two side peaks in the observed profile are due to light escaping from the shank of the probe.
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